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the Lower Chenab irrigation scheme. As I understand it, these great irrigation works really ha^e a double reaction so far as finance is concerned - they not only earn what may be called a water rate but they also influence the assessment of the land served by the irrigation scheme ?—That is so. It is of course, practicable and just that as soon as ordinary land dependent on rainfall is converted into irrigated land the land revenue should be increased and that is invariably done. There is just one further point. The canals also have a very important bearing on the finances of the province because, as it happens very large areas of Crown waste have been included in their scope, and Government has been able to sell those lands at very favourable prices. In fact, during the last few years the proceeds from the sale of Crown waste have very much reduced the need for Government to take loans for the purpose of capital expenditure either on canals or on other schemes.
 23.	When some of us went to Lyallpur it was
pointed out there had been assisted migration to the
district, and the land before the irrigation was effected
had been to a large extent derelict ?—That is so in
the case of most of the canals,  and not only the
Lower Chenab.
 24.	I merely mentioned an instance I had seen.—
Yes.    The process is still going on;   we are still
colonising at the present time.    We are now selecting
colonists for the Sutlej Valley scheme of canals.
 25.	Is there considerable work to be done in the
Punjab of a similar sort in the future ?—When the
lands on the Sutlej  Valley canals are colonised,  I
think the scope will then be practically restricted
to land that may be irrigated by two schemes.    One
is the Bakra Dam scheme, which would irrigate a
large amount of land in the south-east of the province,
and the other scheme is the Sind-Sagar Canal which,
if it is found practicable to undertake it, would irri
gate a lot of land in the north-west of the province.
If those two schemes are ever taken in hand, then,
when they are completed we' shall have practically
exhausted the scope for extension.
26.	-That is so far as construction goes.    I appre
hend, a very great deal of strictness is necessary in
administering these irrigation schemes when they have
been carried out ?—Yes.
*        ********
32. Tell us briefly how the Irrigation department is administered.—At the present moment there are three chief engineers, of whom one is concerned with construction. At the present moment I think the responsibilities are confined to the Sutlej Valley system of canals, which are under construction at present. The other two chief engineers divide the province between them, one taking the northern portion and the other the southern portion. In regard to irrigation, the chief engineers are also Secretaries to Government. Under them is a number of superintending engineers in charge of circles ; they correspond more or less to the commissioners in the civil administration. Under the superintending engineers are executive engineers, who are in charge of divisions. The divisions do not correspond with districts ; they are determined more by canals or branches of canals. The executive engineer within, his division is responsible not only for the technical engineering side of the work, but also for the revenue side. He has under him various engineering officers on the one side, and he has also got under frim some revenue officers on the other side.
33 Is that for collecting the water rates and so on ?—Where the collection is left to them, yes. The collection is not generally done by the Irrigation department, but the assessment may be done by it; and when questions of supply arise, as to whether there should be any change, we -will say, in toe size of an outlet or in the rotation by which suppUes are riven the revenue officer of the Irrigation department would investigate that side of the ewe-
34. Obviously with so large a staff, dealing (in
 some cases at a distance from the centre) with what must be to the cultivator an extremely important matter, the supply of water to his field's, you have a matter where there may be very strong temptation on the side of the recipient of the water to try to influence its just distribution. Can you tell us whether as a matter of fact the administration of the Irrigation department (I mean, of course, in its lower branches) is carried on free from corruption ?-—I do not think any department of Government is carried on free from corruption. The amount of corruption depends to a considerable extent on the opportunities on the one hand and on the inducements which present themselves for bribery on the other. In the case of the Irrigation department, water is a very valuable thing, and there are inducements for the cultivator to bribe the officials concerned. So far as is possible, the officers in control of the department do their best to check corruption, but I think I am correct in saying there are complaints that there is considerable corruption in the department. I do not say those complaints are more numerous than in regard to one or two other departments of Government, but there are such complaints.
 35.	It goes without saying, of course, that every
body does his best to check it, and I have no doubt
when the matter is brought to book to deal with it
sternly ?—Yes.
 36.	I make the reflection because I should like to
know if there is any comment to be made on it.
This  has  been  throughout,   of course,   a  reserved
department ?—Yes.
 37.	So what you have told us, so far as it applies
to  irrigation,   goes  to  show that  the fact  that  a
department is  reserved cannot be said  to be,   as
experience   shows,   a  guarantee   against  what  you
have described ?—I do not think so, no.    As I say,
the corruption depends largely on the opportunities
and the inducements.
 38.	I should imagine that water in a thirsty land
provides considerable opportunities and very large
inducements ?—It does.
39.	*      *      *    Take the familiar question.    In
this province, has diarchy worked ?     Give us your
own view about it.—I think from the first it was
realised that it would be difficult to work diarchy
strictly in accordance with the principles which were
supposed  to  underlie it.    It was  found that the
reserved and transferred departments touched each
other at so many points that there must be constant
co-operation and consultation between the ministers,
on the one hand, in charge of the transferred subjects,
and the members, on the other hand, in charge of
the reserved subjects.    It was also found in practice
that the members wished, and found it useful, to
consult the ministers,  and the ministers found it
helpful to consult the members, and gradually the
tradition   grew   up   that   on   important   questions
affecting Government there should be more or less
a joint conference and joint discussion.
40.	How has that worked out ?—I think it has
worked out extremely well.
 41	May 1 see if I summarise the view correctly ?
If I follow, it might be put like this, that diarchy
worked in watertight departments is very difficult
to carry on, but if you could secure the sort of con
sultation, and co-operation you describe, it is work
able ?—Yes; if you can secure the adjustments and
compromises   between  the  people  responsible  for
workmg it, then it proceeds smoothly and without
Sdon    On a question that touches both sides—
perhaps the best example Of that would be the Akali
asritation—there must be co-operation,
 42	I see it is referred to in the middle of page 192.*
Will you juat describe shortly wnyyon say that is a
good illustration ?—The Akali agitation was largely
"	"	* Vol. X.

